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SUMMARY OF THERMAL-HYDRAULIC CP,LCULATIONS FOR A PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR 

by 

John W. Bolstad and Roy A. Haa~man 

ABSTRACT 

The results of two tl'.'ansients involving the loss 
of a steam generator in a single-pass, steam.generator, 
pressurized water reactor have been analyze·d using a 
s tate..:...of-the-art, therrria 1-hydrau 1 i c computer code. 
Computed results include the formation .of a steam 
bubble in the core while the pressurizer i.s solid. 
Calculations show that continued injection of 'high 
pressure water would have stopped the scena.rio. These 
are similar to the happenings at Three Mile Island. 

I. .INTRODUCTION 

One of the important aspect.s . in the reviews of the physical security at 

nuclear power plants is the identification of targets and areas where t~e· tar

gets are locate.d. The ·Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) uses· the term "vital 

area" to denote· these tar~et locations and defines a vital area as 11 any area 

which contains ~ital equipment within a structure, the walls, roof, and floor 

of which cons·titute physical barriers: •• , 11 and vital equipment "means any equip

ment, system, dev-ice, or material, the failure, destructfon, or release of which 

could directly or indirectly endanger the. public health and safety by exposure 

to radiation •••• 111 Further, a Type I vital area ·is an area "wherein· success

ful sabotage ·can be accomplished by compromising or destroying t~e ·vital systems 

. or components located within this~area. 112 

A systematic approa·ch is used to ·be c.ertain that all fun~amerital sabotage

induced scenarios are conside.red. The appr-oach uses fault trees and a ·Boolean 

algebr·a manipulation computer code that was qeveloped at Sandia Laboratories, 

Albuquerque (SLA). The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) is applying the 

code tn ri~t~rmine the Ty~e I vital areas of each 6f the operating nuclear plants 

in the us~ 
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The steam generator and associated feedwafer systems have consistently 

been assessed as -vital equipment associated with Type I vital areas. Most of 

the utilities with single-pass steam generators have questioned this position 

and have asserted that the reactor system can be adequately cooled with the 

high pressure injection (HPI) system operating in conjunction with safety 

relief valve actua.tion Cthe feed-and-bleed method). 

However, no mechanistic calculation proving this assertion was provided by 

these utilities, but instead a simple energy balance was performed on. the 

system HPI water. Th~ calculation shows that if the HPI water could be 

evaporated in the core and the. resulting steam discharged through the safety 

valves, lhen all of. the decay heat could be removed in this manner a short 

time after a reactor scram. See the Appendix for a sample cnlculation of this 

type. 

Another analysis bearing on this subject is given in Ref. 3.. In this 

reference, an analysis.of lightwater reactor response to a complete loss of 

ac/dc power with scram is discussed. This also appears to be a nonmechanistic 

calculation. 

Because no mechanistic calculations were found to prove or disprove the 

feasibility of feed-and-bleed cooling, we perfor~ed many detailed thermal

hydraulic transient analyses to determin~ the effects of two scenarios result

ing from reactor system transients initiated by the loss of the steam 

generator. These analyses were initiated on September 25, 1978, and completed· 

~n January 15, 1979. Thus they were not intended to simulate the Three- Mile 

Island· (TMq incident, and indeed they differ in many re.spects;. however, the . . 
similarities between the incidents analyzed here and the TMI incident are 

obv·ious. 

A. General Description of Transients Analyzed 

Both of the accident sc;enar i os an.a ly7f~rl involve the loss or s Le am gcneril

tors, although the second transient involves primarily a Loss of Coolant 

Accident (LOCA) condition. For the first transient analyzed we assumed the 

loss of all ac po~er coincident with the loss of the steam generator auxiliary 

feedwater system. We further assumed that after 10 _min, the HPI pumps· are 

available to inject into the primary system. Results were obtained for both: 

the cases of one or two HPI pumps available. The intent of this analysis was 

to determine whether the reactor could .be cooled by means of the HPI water and 
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safety relief valve operation (the feed-and-bleed method) and, ·furthermore, 

how many HPI pumps would be necessary to provide sufficient cooling. 

For the second transient analyzed we assumed the loss of all ac power 

coincident with the the loss of the steam gener_ators. In this case we a]so 
I 

assumed that the saboteur intentiona.l ly held open the electromagnetic relief 

valve .on the pressurizer to create a LOCA condition. This·valve was assumed 

to remain open for the duration of the transient. The intent of this analysis 

was to .determine the period of time available to respond to the incident by 
-

turning on the HPI. pumps. A parametric study was conducted assuming varying 

periods of time before HPI pump actuation; ·. 

B.· Thermal-Hydraulic Reactor Transient Model 

The basic tool used for the. transient analyses ·was the computer code TRAC 

(Transient Reactor Analysis Code) developed at LASL. This cdde is a state-of

the-art, best-estimate code for accident analysis in pressurized water reactors 

(PWRs). Th~ code features a three-dimensional (r,0;.z) treatment of the volume . . . 

inside the pressure vessel with a two-phase nonequilibrium hydrodynamic model. 

The remaining components use a one-di mens ion a 1 drift flux mode 1 to des er ibe the 

therm~,1 hydraulics. Details of the code· as well as comparisons of c.alculative 

vs experimental results are given in Refs. 4-5. 

C. Physical Model of the System 
. ' 

We developed a model of a PWR system to be used as a basis for the calcula-

tions described here. The· resulting computational model .is shown in Fig. 1. 

This model lumps the lnnp hot legs, cold_ legs. steam qenerators, and pumps 

into respective equivalent components~ In deriving this model, the following 

quanti~ies were preserved: 

• fluid velocity through all components, 

• elevation of components, 

• fluid path length through components, 

• pressur~ profile through all components, and 

• stored heat in pipe walls. 

The mass flow rate at .any point in the model equals the total of the flow 

rates that exist in like components for the physical system. 

The reactor vessel and internals are modeled in (r,0,z) geome:try using 24 

cells. There are two azimuthal. regions_ and two radia·1 regions. There are 
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:three axial regions in the core, two 
below the core (lower plenum), and 
one above the core (upper . p 1 e·num). 
The de ta i 1 ed vessel nodes· are shown 
in Fig. 2. The fuel rods .are modeled 
using 9 radial nodes: six" in the 
fuel and three in the cladding. 

The pressurizer is modeled using 
four cells with the· vapor-liquid 
irrterface between cells 2 ~nd 3. 

The pressurizer heaters and spraycr5 
were riut modeled because details on 
the controller characteristics were 
not ava i1 ab le. · 

ThP valve shown above the 

pressurizer in Fig. is used to 
represent either the two pressurizer 

c~de safety valves fot the feed-and
b l eed transient or .the pressurjzer 



electromagnetic re.lief valve· for the 
reli~f valve transient. The valves 
are mode led such t~at . they pass . the 
design capacity of saturated steam. at 
the rated pressure. The capacities 
at other. pressures and fluid condi
tions are calculated automatically by 
the code. Additional details on the 
design capacities of these valves are 
shown in Table I. 

The primary loop circulating pump 
shown in Fig. l is modeled to represent 
four pumps of the physical system. 
Thus the pump head is· typical of any of 
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Fig. 3. 
Main coolant pump coast-down charac
teristics. 

the pumps in the physical system, whereas the pump mass fl ow rate represents 
the total mass flow rate through all the pumps. When a c~rculating pump trip_ 
occurs,- the pump speed is assumed to coast down according to ~ig. 3. The 
actual loop flow rate is calculated as a function of pump speed and head. The 

' -
homologous head curves were input to provide the head-flow-speed relationship. 

The HPI system injects into the cold legs at the·location shown on Fig. 1. 
The HPI pump characteristic curve is one of the most impor~ant and sensitive 
parameters for the analyses performed here. The pump characteristic curve is 

TABLE I 

SAFETY AND RELIEF VALVE SETPOINTS AND RATED CAPACITIES 

Pressure Rated Flow 
Valve Identification r ·pas Pa} {Esig} .{Kg/s} po6 lb/hr} 

fressurizer Safety Valve 173.4 2500.0 173.9 1.38 
Pressurizer Electromagnetic 
·Relief Valve 156.5 2255.0 14.1 0.112 

·Steam Generator Secondary Bank l 73.4 1050~0 425.9 3.38 
Steam Generator Secondary· Bank 2 74.8 - 1070.0 425 .9, 3.38 

Steam Generator Secondary Bank 3 76.2 1090.0 425.9 3.38 

Steam Generator Secondary Bank 4 17 .0 1102. 5 425.9 3.38 
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shown. on Fig. 4. There are actually 

three HP I pumps ins ta 11 ed, and ·each 

of these has .the capacity shown on 

Fig. 4_. A· distinguishing character

istic of this pump is that it is ~ble 

to pump 0.019 m3/s (300 gpm) at a 

developed tiead of 1.682 x 104 J/kg 

(5620 ft) (corresponding to a AP of 

172.4 x 105 Pa (2500 psi) at a density 

of 1025 kgtm3 (64 ·lh/ft3)). 
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Fig. 4. 
High-pressure injection pump charac
teristic curve. 

Th~ steam generator modeled here 

represents two steam genP.rntors of 

the physical system. It is a once-

throug~, vertical, straight-tube, 

tube-and-shell heat exchanger that produces superheated steam at the outlet. A 

sensitivity study has' shown that the detailed mod·el ,of ·the :ste~m generator 

f~edwater.system and relief valves ts most important for correct prediction of 

the primary system transient for the first few minutes after the loss of the 

steam generator. · It· is important ·to model correctly the complex transient 

interaction between the primary and· secondary s-ides caused by the tube wal 1 

heat capacity and heat transfer in all regimes. from forced convection . to 

s i n9·1 e-phase 1 i quid. through forced convect ion to superheated vapor. We have 

confidence i.n this model because a steady-state c~l_culation yields the correct 

outlet steam temperature (superheated), boiling water height, and water 

inventory. 

The pipe leading to the steam generator secondary inlet consists of ap

proximately 30.5 m (100 ft) of 6-ih., ·schedule 120 pipe. This pipe is modeled 

because the.feed-and-bleed analysis will assume a rupture in this. linP. and the 

steam generator seco~dary side will blow down th~ough this pipe. 

A steam re·lief system is installed- on each steam generator steam line to 

provide for hegt removal and steam relief during periods when the main heat 

sinks are not available. Such a period occurs during a turbine trip on loss of 

vacuum or loss of el~ctrical power to station auxiliaries. This system 

prevents operation of the steam generator safety valves d~ring normal operating 

transients. We found it necessary to sir:nulate quite cl.osely this relief valve 

manifold because the transient results (for the first few minutes after the 
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loss of the steam gene.rater) were very sensitive to the behavior of the steam 

gener~tor secondary side. 

The model of the steam generator secondary .side is shown on Fig. l. The 

plant has a total of 18 steam relief valves (9 on each steam line); the g· valves 

on each line are arranged into 4 banks, each with a different relief. pressure 

setting. One valve in the model represen~s all of the relief valves at a given 

relief setting;. therefore, four valves are shown on Fig. l. All of the valves 

are modeled such that they pass the design capacity at their rated pressure. 

The code calculates the appropriate flow rates at higher pressures; at pres

sures below ~he relief pressure they will close. Table I summarizes the design 

flo~ rate and relief pressure setting for the steam generator relief valves as 

well as the pressurizer electromagnetic relief valve and pressurizer safety 

valves •. The quantities in the table represent the total of the flow rates of 

all identical valves when a number of valves are represented by a single valve 

in the model. The transient results are. found to be quite sensitive to the 

specific· relief. pressure setting and de~ign flow rate. 

The system model developed here has been developed under the criterion of 
. . 

minimum complexity. (one loop analysis) while retainirg the necessary features· 

to allow an accurate prediction of the thermal-hydraulic effects present in the 

transients reported here. 

II. ANALYSIS OF THE FEED-AND-BLEED TRANSIENT 

A. Scenario for the Feed-and-Bleed Transient 

The accident scenario for this tra,nsient was defined by the event tree 

analysis alOng with other conditions commonly assumed in vital area and sabo

tage analysis. The accident scenario we have an?lyzed is as follows. 

1. Loss of~ ac power. 

The loss of all ac power results in a turbine trip, loss of condenser, 

loss of steam generator feedwater, .reactor trip, and trip of the 

primary loop circulatjng pumps. 

2. Ru~ture of a~xil iary steam .generator feedwater system • 

. This postulated assumption·stems from the event tree analysis. We 

assume that the auxiliary feedwater line is severed approximately 

30.5 m (100 ft) from the stenm generator. The steam generator is 

allowed to blow down through this line. 
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3. Later availability of HPI pumps. 

Ten minutes after initiation of the transient, one or· two HPI pumps 

are available to inject into the primary system. 

_Assumption l alone, loss of all · ac power, is analyzed in the Safety 

Analysis Report for the facility. The .reactor system is designed to handle 

this incident with no adverse effects. Assumption l along with assumption 2 

implies the loss of the steam generators as the reactor system heat sink. An 

analysis of this situation is not cover.ed in the Safety Analysis Report and 

therefore this analysis was undertaken. Assumption 3 is reasonable, but the 

time. for HPI initiation is arbitrary. This time was proposed hy others in 

defining the assumptions for this scenario. The following calculation_s show· 

that manual HPI initiation must be ·as~u111ed because, for this scenario, 

automatic initiation of the HPI system is not obtained by a low reactor 

pressure trip. 

Fol lowing loss of all power, the main steam stop valves will close to 

protect the condenser. The steam generators will provide a heat sink· for some 

time because of boiling of the secondary side coolant in them. This .generated 

steam will exhaust to the atmosphere through the steam relief valves. At the 
I 

same time, secondary side coolant will be lost through the.rupture in the steam 
\ 

generator auxiliary feedwater line. .The heat sink effect of the steam 

generators will be .lost when they dry out. The primary coolant will then begin 

to heat up because of the reacto~ core decay heat. As the coolant heats up, it 

will- expand, compress th~ pressurizer steam bubble, and rafse th~ primary 

system pressure. When the HPI system· is initiated, _the pressurization rate 

will increa~e because of th.e increased water inventory. Eventually, thP. 

pressurizer safety valves will alternately open and reseat based on the system 

pressure changes because of the competing effects of water expansion (because 

of the sou~ces and h~atin~) and discharge through the safety valves. If 

suff1c1ent water cou.ld be injected and penetrate the· core, vaporize, and be 

discharged through the pressurizer safety valve as vapor, then the ·reactor 

could be cooled by the feed-and-bleed method as discussed in. the appendix. 

The question we are addr~ssfng here is whether the feed-and-bleed concept will 

·mechanistically function as described previously and, if so, how much HPI water 

would be required to ensure its success. 
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B. Results for the Feed-artd-Bleed Transient 

l. Early Time Behavior (first 10 min) 

Dur.ing the first _few minutes after initiation of the transient, the events 

occurrfog on the steam generator .secon_dary side strong.ly influence the primary 

side respon~e. The steam-generator secondary side pressure is shown on Fig. 5. 

Within 4 s 9f the transient initiation, the steam pressure on the secondary side 

climbs from 63.7 x 105 Pa {910 psig) to almost }6.2 x 105 Pa {1090 psig). 
. . 

At this time the 1050 psig and 1070 psig relief valve banks are exhausting 

steam. At approximately 34 s, the 1070 psig relfef valve bank reseats; the 

.1050 psig valves con'tinue 'to relieve steam until 67 s. At this time all relief 

valves close and further pressur~ decay is due to the a~xiliary feedwater line 

r~pture .. 

The primary system pressure response is shown in Fig. 6. The pressurizer 

pressure rapidly cli~bs from 151.7 x 105 ·Pa (2185 _psig) to 173.4 x 105 Pa 

{2500 psig) in 4 s. At this point the pressurizer safetj ~alve lifts and.main

tains this pressure until 20-s. At this time the safety valve reseats and the 

pr.imary system pressure decreases because of heat transfer to the ·steam genera

tor (up to 45 s). After 45 s, heat transfer in the steam generator degrades, 

and the pressure in the primary system· quickly increases once more to the $afety 

valve setpoint. The .. long-term primary system pressure response will be· dis

cussed later. While the pressurizer safety .valves are· open, the pressure in 

80 ..... ~. ;j . open I bank 
_ .JIP_el!_ ____ lQ9_9 _p~g- __ 
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~g -----~-
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·the reactor vessel rises higher than that in the pressurizer and peaks out at 

approximately 182.7 x 105 Pa (2635 psig) at 7 s. ·This pressure response is 

shown in Fig. 7 •. 

Figure 8 shows that the steam generator boils dry at approximately 45 s. 

There is minimal heat transfer to the steam generator after this time. As 

shown. in Fig. 9, the steam -generator secondary side blows down to atmospheric 

pressure in about 5 min. This blowdown is caused by the rupture of the steam 

generator auxiliary feedwater line and is shown on Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 10. 
Steam generator secondary side pressure. Auxiliary feedwater line mass flow rate. 
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After approximately 50 s, the pressurizer safety valves alte,rnately open 
. ' 

and reseat, exhausting mass from the top of the pressurizer. After about 

~ 

5 mir, the steam irventory in the pressurizer is exhausted as ·shown bn 

Fig. 11. After this time, the pressurizer inventory and safety valve discharge 

is liquid rather than vapor. 

During this t.ime, the core mass flow rate is decreasing because of the 

main circulating pump ~rip and coast-down. However., natural circulation is 
established, and there is sufficient 

coolant available to remove the decay 

heat from the core. The flow 
620 coast-down of the primary coolant 

650°F 
.615 loop is shown on Fig. 12, and the 

610 heat-up of the primary coolant is 

~605 shown on Fig. 13. 
::> We turn to discussion of Ci now a 
:U600 
a. the long-term behavior of the E 
~ 595 

As discussed earlier, the system. 
590 automatic low reactor pressure· HPI 
585 trip (set at 5 Pa 

0 100 200 300. 400 500 600. 111. 3. x 10 
Time (s l {1600 .psig)) is not automat i'ca l ly set 

Fig. 13. 
Core outlet temperature. 

during this transient. {Fig. 6 shows 
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that the. minimum pressure experienced is above the trip set pressure.) The 

transierit has been analyzed assuming that the HPI pumps are manually started at 
10 min. Two cases have been analyze·d: 

• both HPI pumps available for service, and 

• only·one HPI p~mp availa~le for service. 
2. Long Term Behavior with Two HPI Pumps Operating 

With the initiation Df the HPI pumps, the safety valves open and reseat on 

a periodic basis. This process affects the primary system pressure as shown on· 

Fig. 14. This change in the system pressure results in a variable H.PI flow 
rate as. shown in Fig. 15. This flow 

rate is a function of the system 
pressure according to the pump 
charac:tP.ristic: c:11rv·P., Fig. 4. 
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Core outlet temperature. 
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Fine details of this feed-and-bleed process are shown on Figs. 17 and 18. 

Figure 17 shows the pressurizer pressure responding to the safety valve action 

shown ·on Fig. 18 and the HPI coolant source shown on Fig. 15. 

This calculation represents a successful application of the feed-and-bleed 

concept; however., the reader should note that the system did not p·erform in the 
normally defined manner. That is, instead of steam being produced in the core 

and released through the safety valves, the pressurizer went solid, and liquid 

was discharged rather than vapor. 
3. · Long Term Behavior with One HPI ·Pump Operating 

Wit~ two HPI pumps operating, the primary coolant temperature stayed below 

the saturation temperature corresponding to the system pressure. With only .one 
HP.I pump operating, a completely different system response is calculated. With 

only one·HPI pump operating, the primary coolant temperatu~e reaches s~turation 

temperature at 20 min 'as shown on· Fig~ 19. At this time,: vapor generation 

starts in the core, and a steam bubble begins to form. The bubble grows~ and 
the c~re midplane is uncovered at approximately 1 h. The rapid growth of the 

steam bubble is shown on Fig. 20. 
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The vapor .. bubble expands into the upper pl en um and the · loop hot legs 
pushing the reactor coolant water ahead of it. During the time interval 
20-25 min, a· large amount of coolant inventory is discharged through the safety 
valves. During the time interval 20 min to l h, so much prfmary coolant water . ---...,...__ 
is lost that there appears to be no chance to recover tlie-·core in a reasonable 
amount of time. This ·effect is shown in Fig. 21 in which the total vessel 
liquid inventory is plotted. 

III. ANALYSIS OF THE RELIEF VALVE TRANSIENT 

A~ Scenario for the Relief Valve Transient 

The accident scenario for this transient was defined. by the event tree 
analysis along with other conditions commonly assumed in vital area and sabo
tage analyses. The accident scenarios we have ·analyzed are as follows. 

14 

1. Lu~~ ur dll dC puwer. 
lhe loss of all ac power results in a turbine trip, loss of condenser, 
loss of steam generator feedwater, reactor trip, and trip of the pri
mary loop circulating pump. 

2. No auxiliary feedwater available. 
For th is -case we have· not assumed a rupture of the steam generator 
auxiliary feedwater line. ·For this transient, the less severe assump
tion of no auxiliary feedwater is used; this ·could be brought about 

by any one of a number of events. 
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Fig. 21. 
Total mass. contained in reactor vessel. 

3. Later HPI. pump actuation. 

At some time after transient 

initiation, both high pressure -

injection pumps are actuated. 

Following loss of all power, the 

isolation valves on the steam lines 
' 

will c 1 ose_ to protect the condenser. 
. . 

The s.team generators will provide a 

heat sink for some time (::::: 5 min) be

cause of boiling of the secondary side 

coolant in them. This generated steam 

will exhaust to the atmosphere through 

the steam relief valves. The heat sink effect of the ·steam generators.will be 

lost when they dry out. The primary system pressurization rate will increase 

as the ~rimary coolant heats ~p. 

Meanwhile the pressure relief valve is exhausting steam from the top of the 

pressurizer. Primary system water inventory ·is being lost, and the remaining 

coo.lant is heating up. When the saturation temperature is reached, a steam 

bubble starts forming in the core and expands. The fuel cladding temperature 

heat-up ~ate increases~ 

At some later time, we assume a manual initiation of the HPI pumps. If 

this HPI water can penetrate the core, the temperature excursion could be 

turned around and the fuel rods quenched. The first question we are addressing 

here is whether the core can be quenched before excessive fuel damage ·is 

encountered. 

We want to determine whether·the core can be quenche~ by prompt initiation 

of the HPI system and how soon after the transi.ent initiation the HPI pumps 

must be actuated tq ensure negligible fuel damage. 

B. Results for th~ Electromagnetic Relief Valve Transient 

During the first few minutes after initiation of the transient, the primary 

side· pressures are strongly influenced by the events occurring on th.e steam 

generator secondary side. The .. steam generator secondary side ·pressure is shown 

on Fig. 22. Within 4 s of the. transient initiation, the steam pressure on the 
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secondary side climbs from 63.7 x 105 Pa (910 psig)_ to 76.2 x 105 Pa 

_(1090 psig). At this time, the 1050-, .lQ70-, and 1090-psig relief valves are 

exhausting steam~ At 12 s, the 1090-psig· relief valve bank reseats, and ·at 28 s 
. . 

the 1070-psig rellef valve bank reseats. From. this point on, the 1050-psig 

relief valve bank maintains the stea!IJ gene·rator .secondary side pressure at 

appro.ximately 1050 psig. The steam generator boils dry in ·appr~ximately- 3 min 

as shown on Fig. 23. 

On the primary side, the pressurizer el.ectromagnetic relief valve· is. dis

charging ma.ss ~s shown on Fig. 24. The variation iri the inass flow rate shown 

on the figure is due to the changing pressurizer pressure and void. fraction. 

The figure shows that .after the pressuriz~r goes solid (ap~roximately 10 min), 

the relief vaJve discharges about tw1ce 1ts· rated capacity •. Th1s is bec.:ause· 

the pressurizer is discharging 1 iquid rather than saturated steam. The pres

surizer void fraction is shown on Fig •. 25. The figure indicates that the 

pressurizer goes solid at about 10 min. Of course,. this is due to the dis

charge .of sieam and t~o-phase mixture through tbe pressurizer relief valve and 

the subsequent re-placement of this mixture with relativeJy.cold water ·from the 

hot .leg. 
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·The results discussed above are relatively insensitive to the actual time 

when the HPI pumps are manually activated. To examine more closely the physical 

events· that occur during this transient, it w~ll be necessary to become more spe

cific •. We now will discuss r~sults· specific to one particular case typical of 
others examined. ·specifically,_ we·will now consider the phys·ical even.ts occur~ 

ing if the HPI pumps are activited at 20 min after the transient initiatiori. 
The primary coolant temperature is 

increasing after initiation of the 

transient because of the de~ay heat 
source. Ten minutes· after the tr an- • 1. 2 .-----,.----.-----.-----,.-~-~-~ 

sient starts, the core starts to form 

a .steam bubble as shown in Fig. 26. 

The bubble increases in size, and the 
core cent~rline is uncovered· at 
23 min., although HPI was initiated 

at 20 min. Thus we conclude that. the 
core centerline may become uncovered 

if HPI injection is not initiated 

before 20 min. This situation does 

not imply core damage, however; the 

fuel rod heat-up will be discussed 
later. 
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Fig." 26. 
Vapor fraction at the core centerfine 
for HPI initiation at 20 min. 
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Primary system pressure for HPI injec
tion at 20 min. 

The HPI mass flow rate is sh.own on Fig. 27. A comparison of this flow ·rate 

with the mass flow rate being discharged through the reli-ef valve (F,ig. 24) 

show~ that the injection flow rate is greater than that being lost through the · 

relief valve. Thus we would expect that the core may be recovered. Indeed, 

Fig. 26 shows that the core centerline is recovered at 25 min~ Thus. there is 

a time delay of 5 min from HPI init'iation to core recovery; this· delay time is 

expected to be greater if HPI is delayed longer. 

· The primary system pressure response to these_ events is shown on Fig. 28. 

Initially, the system pressure spikes to just below the pressurizer safety 

val~e setpoint (173.4 x · 105 Pa (2500 psig)). The pressu~e ~hen ra~~dly 
decreases for 3 min until the steam generator boils dry. . The pressure then 

. . \ .. 
remains relatively. constant until th~ co~ starts voiding at 10 min. The 

pressure then rapidly .increases· as the steam bubble grows. The pressure 

history after HPI initiati9n is .governed by steam generation or condensation, 

mass ir:ijection into the system; and the relief v~lve discharge rate~ The net. 

result of these competing factors is surrmed up by the amount .of liquid in· the, 

vessel; this is shown on Fig. 29. The figure indicates .the decrease in mass 
. . 

because of liquid heatup and expansion up to 10 min, the decrease in mass 
. . 

because· of the steam bubble expansion from 10-20 min, and the subsequent 

recovery of the core. 
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injection at 20 min. 
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One other point is worthy of discussion in ligh·t of the Three Mile Island 

accident. ·That is, the. pressurizer is solid liquid from 10 min on (Fig. 25), 

and at the same time the core may be partially or completely voided. This is a 

common ~onclusion to all of the relief valve transients we have examined. 

We have determined that the core may become uncovered relativ~ly soon after 

initiation of this transient, but we have not concluded that core damage re

sults. A. number of cases have been studied with HPI ·injection delayed up to 

56~7 min aft~r transient initiation. These results are summarized on Fig. 30 

where the core hot-spa! clad temperature is shown as a function of time after 

transient .wiJh H.PI injection starting at 20, 30, 40, ·and 56.7 min after loss of 

the steam generator. The figure indicates that the transient can be turned 

around even if actuation of the HPI system is delayed for an extended time • 
. ' 

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

We ha.ve analyzed two transients defined by a computer-:based event tree to 

determine the Type I vi ta 1 .areas of nuc J ear power p 1 ants. These analyses were 

performed with the most applicable state-of-the-art code available at the time 
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and a fairly detailed plant model. Both transients involved the loss of the 

steam generator, and there is a striking similarity b~tween som~ of the pheno

mena reported here· with the accident at. Three Mile Island. There.fore this work . ' 

is now being repo~t~d so that it may be used to better understand the Three 

Mile Island incident. These calculations are not intended to simulate the 
. . 

Three Mile Island incident; they were complet~d several-months before the Three 

Mile Island accident occurred. 

~alculations for the . feed-and-bleed concept indicate that this mode of 

reactor cooling could be feasible _if a sufficient amount of water could be 

delivered at a high head (that is, the safety valve setpoint).· ·This exact fiow 

rate b·as not been determined here but has been bracketed by .a calc'ulation in

dic~ting success and another indicating failure of the method. 

Results for the relief valve transients discussed here show that it ·is pos

sible to maintain the core in a stable state if enough }!Pl injection water i$ 

available and this water is delivered to the system in a reasonable amount of 
timP.. · 

Caution should be exercised in applying these results to other pl ant:s be

cause we ha'\le found these results to be .very sensitive to the detailed perfor

mance characteristics of particular etjuipment installed. 
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APPENDIX 

FEED-AND-BLEED CONCEPT 

The feed-a~d-bleed _concept may· be demonstrated by a nor:imechanistic calcu-

lation. The question· is as follows: How much heat can be removed from a 
system by injection of HPI water? 

Let us ass~me that th~ water delive~~d. by the ~PI s~stem c~n be heated and 

completely vaporized at the pressurizer saf~ty valve pressure by the decay 

heat. For example, if the HPI pump is deliv_ering 0.01893 m3/s (300 gpm) at 

310.9 K (l00°F), then 

Q = 0.01893 m3/s- (300 gpm) 

For T 5 = 310.9 K (l00°F) and p = 173.4 x 10 Pa (2500 psia), 

p ·· = 994.9 ·kg/m3 (62.11 lb/ft3), 

h = 1.734 :x 105 J/kg .(74.61 Btu/lb), and 

·h = 2.537 Mj/kg (1091.4 Btu/lb) (saturated vapor at. 2500 psia). g . . 

The mass flow rate is then 

m = pQ = 994.9 x 0.01893 18~9 kg/_s (1.5 x 105 lb/hr). 

" The-heat absorbed to vaporize· this water is then 

H = m(h -h) = 18.9 (2.537 x 106 - 1.734 x 105) = 4.4.5 MJ/s. 
. g 

(152 x 106 Btu/hr). 

H 44.5 MW. 

This amount of heat is .roughly equal to that produced by the decay heat- of a 

2772 MW thermal·reactor at 50 min after scram. 

This calculation demonstrates that if .core cooling could. be ·accomplished 

in this manner, then a. clad temperature rise could be turned around after 

50 min. · 
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